The I-70 & SR 29 Interchange project will upgrade the existing interchange to accommodate growth in the logistics industry. The improvements will increase efficiency and safety to provide a reliable transportation network to global companies in rural Central Ohio. A roundabout will be constructed on the south side of the interchange and the bridge over I-70 will be widened to accommodate more traffic.

Project Type:
Transportation - Highways & Roads

Estimated Cost:
$14.1 million

Lead Agency:
Ohio Department of Transportation

Project Contact:
Thomas Slack, ODOT District 6
thomas.slack@dot.ohio.gov | 740-833-8340

Partner Agencies:
Village of West Jefferson

Jobs Supported:
Supports >6,000 existing jobs and continued manufacturing, warehousing, and distribution growth

Project Benefits

- Creates competitive infrastructure by improving a rural interchange to support continued economic development in the area

- Supports development of shovel-ready sites, including more than 3,000 acres poised for development

- Provides for continued economic growth for the Village of West Jefferson and Madison County

- Keeps pace with the infrastructure needs of employers and residents

- Leverages previous investments in the interchange

Proposed improvements to the interchange include a roundabout on the south side and a wider bridge for SR 29 over the interstate